
Busy Bees   February 27 - March 3rd     Theme: Shapes

Story Time
Books: So Many Circles, So Many Squares     Shape by Shape     Mouse Shapes

Color Zoo Go Shape Go        Ship Shapes      Shapes That Roll     Magic Shapes
Shape Shift The Shape of Things    Round & Round & Round   Circle Dogs

Songs and Finger Plays: Shape Monster The Circle Song The Square Song
The Rectangle Song       The Oval Song      The Triangle Song         Ticket to Ride

Games: Shapes Memory - visual discrimination          Little Bear Hiding - problem solving

Language
Humpty Dumpty      Childhood's most famous oval shape just might be the egg who fell 

off the wall. Since this Nursery Rhyme is so familiar to the children already, we can use it at our 
pocket chart to work with print awareness skills.  We can act out the story and work on 
sequencing while connecting written words with their  meaning and we can mix up the story to 
add some other things Humpty falls from to think of new rhyming words for various endings.
            The Skin You Live In      This picture book by Michael Tyler celebrates diversity with an 
emphasis on the beautiful colors of different skin tones. After reading it we'll compare two eggs - 
one with a white shell & one with a brown shell. Once we've observed the difference in the 
outside we will open the eggs to find that the eggs are exactly the same on the inside.

Math
            Shape Bingo      Matching color and shapes to fill up your card

Racing Circles      Three colors of circles race to the top of a graph. Children place a 
circle on the graph according to their roll of a dice.

Parquetry Placing shapes in their outlines and creating different pictures such as a 
castle, birthday cake and rabbit

Art
            Marble Roll Rolling a marble through paint to make paint trails on our paper. We will 
compare the experience of using a round container & a rectangular container to roll the marbles.

Shape Reveal Painting over various shapes cut from contact paper. After 
painting,  the contact paper will be lifted off so the shape can be seen.      

Mouse Assembly  The mice in Ellen Stoll Walsh's story, Mouse Shapes, scare away 
a cat by constructing a big mouse out of various shapes. We will also make a mouse - ours from 
construction paper circles.
 
Fine Motor / Gross Motor

Aim and Scribble Skills     working with correct hold
 My Circles We will make circles on a chalkboard, with a stencil & by tracing.
Mouse Scramble        Children must be able to discriminate between shapes quickly and 

respond by running to a new shape house whenever "it" calls out the name of the shape they 
are sitting on but if "it" calls out "cat" all the mice must find a new shape home.

Science
             Marble Path        Children can create different paths for marbles to move through 
cardboard tubes  and drop from one to another as they make their way down a board


